DOG WASTE BINS

Furnitubes®
Functional dog waste collection
A recent report concluded there are 8.5 million dogs in the UK and that 25% of households have a pet dog. Dog walking on public footpaths and recreational areas in our cities, towns and rural areas provides regular exercise for many people and is a significant factor in the health of our population. However, the counter-side of this can be the ugly menace and potential health risk presented by uncollected dog waste. It is sensible therefore to provide and promote the use of dog waste bins wherever possible. Furnitubes offers three styles of dog waste bins, each designed for different site placement and budgets, but with common features across the range including:

- Handles that allow hygenic use of the bins
- Lid that minimise odours
- Colour options for immediate recognition
- Integral and supplementary signage / notices

Pedigree
The Pedigree is a traditionally-styled bin designed for use primarily in heritage areas. The durable cast iron body is mounted on a steel pedestal that allows ease of cleaning around the base. A refuse sack is held in place by the reduced neck beneath the lid and emptied by unlocking the front section door of the bin. A useful hook for attaching a dog lead is a standard feature.

Installation:
Set pedestal in centre of concrete foundation, recommended minimum size 400 x 400mm plan square x 450mm deep.

PEDIGREE DOG WASTE BIN

PED 701
Cast iron & steel construction dog waste bin in painted finish, capacity 60 litres

OPTIONS:
- Contrast colour highlighting to arrow symbols and DOG WASTE lettering, and front panel notice frames
- Vinyl sticker(s) for supplementary information
LUCKY & TERRIER DOG BINS

**Lucky**
The Lucky dog waste bin is a cost effective product designed for ease of use and hygiene. Its durable zintec steel construction minimises the risk of fire damage. The bin features a stainless steel handle and hinges, and the hygienic easy-lift lid with an integral metal chute that conceals the bin’s contents and reduces odours. The steel liner is removable to allow regular cleaning.

**Post installation:**
Set post in centre of concrete foundation, recommended minimum size 400 x 400mm plan square x 400mm deep.

**Wall mounting:**
Rear of bin has holes for wall fixings (not supplied)

**Terrier**
The Terrier is our most economical dog waste bin, designed for popular dog-walking sites that require a high volume of bin provision. The body is supplied in either red or green polyethylene, with a black lid with an internal housing for optional placement of a deodorising block to neutralise smells. The Terrier dog bin is available as a post- or wall mounted version.

**Post installation:**
Set post in centre of concrete foundation, recommended minimum size 400 x 400mm plan square x 400mm deep.

**Wall mounting:**
Rear bracket has holes for wall fixings (not supplied)

---

**LUCKY DOG WASTE BIN**
Zintec steel construction dog waste bin in powder coated finish red or green (or black - min. order 10) c/w with DOG WASTE ONLY vinyl graphic & separate zintec steel liner, capacity 45 litres

**LUK 745 F**
Dog waste bin c/w with galvanised finish steel post for in-ground installation

**LUK 745 P**
Dog waste bin for post-mounting (post not supplied)

**LUK 745 W**
Dog waste for wall-mounting

**OPTIONS:**
- Vinyl sticker(s) for supplementary information

---

**TERRIER DOG WASTE BIN**
Polyethylene dog waste in red or green body with black lid, capacity 40 litres

**TER 801 P**
Dog waste bin c/w with 2000mm long grey coated steel post for in-ground installation

**TER 801**
Dog waste bin for wall- or post-mounting (fixings / banding not supplied)

**OPTIONS:**
- Dog waste sacks (1 pack contains 100)
- Dog waste deodorisers (1 pack contains 36)
DOG WASTE BINS

View or download other product e-brochures at the following link:
www.furnitubes.com/brochures
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